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For Gabriel, Tanner Rose is just a superficial starlet, addicted to Hollywood. For Tanner, Gabriel is

just a boring, kung fu-loving, Christian boy, who's living a lackluster life in the middle of no-where.

So, what happens when she's forced to live in his world? It doesn't take long before Tanner Rose

craves a taste of her old life, even if it means upsetting a few people along the way. She thrives in

the spotlight, after-all! Will Gabriel's faith encourage Tanner to change her partying ways or will her

wild undertakings and addicting vices tempt him to do things he'd never, ever considered before?

"There has no temptation taken you but such as is common to man: but God is faithful, who will not

suffer you to be tempted above that you are able; but will with the temptation also make a way to

escape, that you may be able to bear it." (1 Corinthians 10:13) Freeing Tanner Rose is the first of

four books in the Faith & Kung Fu series.
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This is the second novel I have read by T.M. Gaouette and I have enjoyed both immensely.

However the pace and intensity in this story was gripping. I barely put the book down and read it in

two extended settings. When I finished this novel, I was really wishing for more. It was only when I

went to do some research for the review that I discovered it is the first in a series called Faith &

Kung Fu.This story was a very intense read. From the moment Gabriel met Tanner Rose he was

apprehensive and reserved. Gabriel and his mother live in the country, he studies martial arts and is

a young man of faith. Tanner Rose is a very young Hollywood starlet who dresses and acts beyond



her years. At every Turn Gabriel's patience and fortitude seems to be tested by this girl his mother

has brought home. Gabriel and Tanner's mother were roommate in university and even though they

have chosen very different path's Miss Ruth took Tanner in to try and help. Both Ruth and Gabriel

have strong faith and personal practice. Tanner thinks they are just country hicks, and feels like she

is being abandoned, punished, and neglected by her mother for pulling her from her party scene

lifestyle. Will Gabriel's steadfast faith and strength help ground Tanner or will her wild addictive and

self-centered traits rub off on him."There has no temptation taken you but such as is common to

man: but God is faithful, who will not suffer you to be tempted above that you are able; but will with

the temptation also make a way to escape, that you may be able to bear it." - 1 Corinthians

10:13)The characters are wonderfully written.
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